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Score Match Summary

First XI Win 9/193 5/192

Round 5 of the GPS season saw BGS travel up the hill to an overcast Mills Oval. With rain 
during the week a soft pitch was presented to the BGS visitors. TGS lost the toss and to our 
surprise were sent into the field to bowl on what looked like a juicy wicket.
This meant debutant Wihan Kruger could get straight into the game bowling at the other end 
to opener Jem Ryan. The two bowled in great partnership with one another hitting consistent 
areas outside off stump. Both finished with a wicket each after their spells and had BGS in 
some trouble at 2/17. A bit of pressure was released with their number three hitting some 
large sixes on the leg side and at one stage had scored 80% of the teams runs. Thankfully 
his search for quick runs ended when he tried to turn for a second run and Callum Galvin 
was able to deliver a great throw over the bails to Tzannes to execute the run out. 
Meiklejohn and Draheim both picked up wickets for themselves in their spells and had BGS 
5/82. 
Meikljohn, Sipplel and Galvin all bowled well in their spells going for 3 an over during a tough 
patch to bowl. TGS kept the attacking field for the majority of the innings which meant once 
BGS went up another gear the runs were easily found. Thankfully TGS changed tactics and 
sent men to the fence and boundaries were hard to come by. Jem Ryan returned to the 
attack to finish with 1/29 off his 10 and didn’t bowl any boundary balls to the two set 
batsman. With two batsman well and truly in, credit must be given to the TGS bowlers who 
kept them under 200 for a final score of 5/192 after their 50 overs. 
TGS started their innings knowing full well that the pitch would still have a bit in it. After a 
short period of time we found ourselves in what looked like a hopeless position being 4/11. 
Taj Glenn and Sam Anderson then took it upon themselves to resurrect the innings, 
choosing to leave balls, cop a few in the body and wait for the right deliveries to put away. 
The pitch was still doing a lot with spinners getting rip and turn to pass the batsman’s chin at 
times. The two put on 73 together until Taj creamed a cover drive to the awaiting fielder 
finishing on 29. Jem Ryan strode to the crease after a couple of low scores and followed the 
advice from Sam to choose his shots wisely. They too put on another 73 run partnership and 
with what looked like an easy victory in sight Jem hauled out to the man on the fence for 30. 
With the score 6/157 it still looked like an easy victory with the set Sam Anderson on 60. 
Unfortunately Sam was dismissed soon after for a great knock and it was up to our lower 
order to try and bring us home. Paul Draheim and Chase Oates looked like they would do it 
easily, only needing 3 an over. They hit the men on the fence for singles and showed great 
maturity to put the big shots away. Chase smashed an on drive to the fielder and called yes 
and a direct hit meant he was short of his ground. The score was 8/170 still needing another 
23 for victory. The nerves were showing on the side lines but the support was there for the 
two in the middle. Once the openers returned it only took a couple balls until Paul tried to 
glide one to third man but not getting enough on it, giving the keeper a regulation catch. With 
still 14 required, debutant Wihan joined Harrison in the middle and with messages being 
sent out from our boys, it was still anyone’s game. Harrison managed to nurdle a few twos 
around and edged us closer and closer to the total. Wihan couldn’t help himself and went for 
a big shot resulting in a boundary flying over the keepers head. With 9 needed Wihan again 
decided he didn’t want to finish it in singles and played a great shot towards the score board 
for another boundary. With 5 needed and still 3 overs to go Harrison managed a single in the 
48th over to mean it was only one scoring shot away from victory. With the spinner bowling 
the 49th over surely a bad ball would be delivered to allow a boundary to be hit. On the 
fourth ball a half tracker was offered and Harrison pounced on it straight away. With what 
looked like a certain boundary, the man on the fence ran in and it looked like curtains for the 
Toowoomba men. What happened next was nothing short of amazing with the ball 
managing to break through the fielder's hands and carrying on to the boundary rope for 
victory. The celebration was mixed as it was unfortunate for the opposition fielder but an 
amazing fight from behind by our boys to go from 4/11 to win the match. 
It was always asked of our boys to show heart, determination and courage during the 
season and we witnessed it from our opposition in previous matches. It was our turn to show 
our class and the win was a great reward for all the work they’ve put in over the last 6 
months. 
Well done boys you made everyone on the sidelines very proud to pull off a win like you did 
today. 

2nd XI Win 5/75 10/74

BGS won the toss and batted but for our hosts this would be their last real success of the 
day. Despite gifting them 30 extras, we bowled BGS out for 74 with plenty of ball movement 
leaving our opponents bamboozled. Lachie Williams took three wickets while Ben Dight and 
Daley Guest took two apiece. In reply we lost both openers for ducks before settling and 
knocking off their total with the loss of five wickets in the 18th over of the innings. Ben Dight 
26 (56) and Daley Guest 25* (17) were our major run scorers. A game played in jovial spirits 
by both sides ended with a stirring rendition of the School war cry in the middle of BGS’ main 
oval. Well done boys. 

3rd XI Loss 10/108 5/214

Brisbane Grammar School were ready to put up a fight in the 3rd XI match up this weekend. 
Given the field in the heat of the day, the Toowoomba lads struggled to find wickets. It was 
not until the 20th over that Charlie Bradley (1/31 off 4 overs) managed to snag the first, and 
second in the 21st over with Pat Doran (1/33 off 4 overs). Sam Durdin (2/19 from 2 overs) 
and  Sam Whitaker (1/6 from 1 over) were the stand out bowlers of the innings. With 
Brisbane Grammar having set an outstanding 214 runs in their 30 overs, Toowoomba 
Grammar had an uphill battle ahead. Unfortunately, but also true to form, the first few 
wickets fell early and we were 3/7 half way through the second over. Although a few batters 
managed to grind out some runs and secure double digits, Sam Durdin 36 (28) batting at 9 
was the most effective. Earning runs was very difficult but the boys did very well to bat 
through to the 24th over and collect 108 runs. 

4th XI Internal Rain Effected



11A Win 7/231 10/136

TGS won the toss and elected to bat first, posting a formidable total of 7/231 from 40 overs. 
The top order consisting of Paarth Menon (44 runs from 66 balls), Arshvir Singh (40 runs 
from 51 balls) and Jude Brocherie (42 runs from 57 balls) all batted superbly in partnerships 
to build a solid platform for the team to post a big score. Skipper Will Nason (25 runs from 22 
balls) and Angus Ingold (37 runs from 28 balls) kept up the scoring momentum through the 
middle and late overs of the innings with an impressive batting display by hitting the ball 
consistently into gaps and running well between wickets. In return with the ball, TGS bowled 
incredibly well with opening duo of Reiko Vermeulen (3/12 from 8 overs) and Angus Ingold 
(3/13 from 6 overs) picking up early wickets, thus making it difficult for BGS to apply 
pressure and build scoring momentum. Bill Brennan (1/14 from 6 overs) and Arshvir Singh 
(2/38 from 6 overs) bowled well through the middle and late overs of the innings to pick up 
wickets which was backed up with good intensity in the field. BGS were eventually all out for 
136 runs. Well done to TGS on a great win and an outstanding performance!  

11B Loss 10/147 8/178

BGS got off to a quick start with the bat and attacked our opening bowlers early. Our first 
change bowlers Hamish Innes and James Lindemann tightened the game up with some nice 
bowling and took a wicket each to break their partnership. Our spin bowlers then took control 
of the game with both Lachlan Milton (2/35 from 6) and Will Savill (2/19 from 6) taking 
wickets in the middle order. BGS surged late and ended on 178. We tried to come out and 
play aggressively from the start, but unfortunately some errant shots had as at 4/16 early. 
Lachlan Milton and Tom Schutt scored 24 each in a great partnership to get us back in the 
game. Some good hitting at the end of the game by Fred Smolenski (29 from 26) got us 
close but ultimately we fell short in the last over of the day. Man of the match was Lachlan 
Milton for contributing with both bat and ball, and taking two good catches.

11C Win 2/106 5/98

Bowling first in very hot and humid conditions, the attack was somewhat wayward but still 
managed to restrict the opposition bats to a moderate run flow. Dropping 8 catches did not 
help our cause, some very difficult, others absolute sitters. Cameron, Mildren, Hawkins and 
Birchley were unlucky as was Saal as they all bowled well, putting the ball on a good length 
and beating the batsmen only to see catches turfed. But it was Delforce (3/10), bowling tight 
off spin who was the main wicket taker. Chasing 98 on a larger field required shots to be 
played with authority to beat the slower outfield and to counter the longer boundaries. Our 
openers, McLean and Bambling did just that. Bambling (24), particularly, hit the ball hard 
and  frustrated the opposition field with a series of very good shots that had the field doing 
their best to stop the onslaught. But it was McLean (58 n.o) who took control of the game. 
Playing his trademark straight drives and shots square of the wicket, the field tried to slow 
him by setting a strong field in front of him only to have him start playing shots behind 
square and through the covers. His six behind backward square was a ripper. The openers 
set the foundation for the win with a solid contribution from Gould (6) and Saal (10) to 
complete the innings. It was a good win in trying conditions. Well done, great team effort.   

10A Loss 8/120 9/145

This fixture will ultimately provide many valuable lessons for the boys to take forward into the 
rest of this season.  We were far too inconsistent with our bowling lengths and dropped 
catches at crucial times in the innings.  At 'A' level, teams are always going to struggle to put 
themselves in a position to win games when inconsistency is a feature of the performance.  
We certainly had moments with the bat, but our shot selection placed us under too much 
pressure in the final ten overs.  While we are disappointed that we didn't put our best foot 
forward we will learn from this game, train hard this week and be better for the experience in 
the coming weeks.

10B Loss 10/115 7/152
Another disappointing result but positives to take away. Apart from a quick fire fifty from the 
opposition opener, the bowlers fought back with some impressive pace and spin. Good to 
see a few batsmen get starts but will need to build into bigger scores to get better results. 

10C Loss 6/105 2/107

TGS players gave up their wickets too cheaply in the pursuit of the "big shot". This resulted 
in our batting line up being put under pressure. Strike rate was slow initially which resulted in 
a flurry of poor shots late in the innings. A batting plan would be useful in the near future. 
Connor Quinn batted well to score 42, easily our top score.
Bowling was loose brought on by trying to bowl too fast, which resulted in many wides....
cheap runs for the opposition. This will need to be rectified. Some excellent fielding meant 
that BGS passed our score in the 15th over. A disappointing result, but not a tragedy. Better 
days are around the corner. Harry Newnham and Cameron Apel bowled well, but like most 
of the bowlers, were presented with opportunities that did not go to hand.

10D Loss 7/151 4/156

Once again a close game for the 10Ds,coming down to the last over, needing 9 to win. 
Again they fell short (by 46 runs). Some tight bowling by TGS in the middle section of the 
BGS innings, with Lewis Elder 2/20 off 3 overs, and Charlie Aarons 1/13 of 3 overs.
There were good efforts with the bat in chasing down the target, with Matty Wise scoring a 
quick 36, and Kurtis Goodger almost winning the team the game with an impressive 55 not 
out.
The boys are enjoying the competitive nature of our last two games, but a win would be a 
nice reward for their efforts.

10E Internal Rain Effected

9A Win 2/119 7/118

The boys travelled to Brisbane Grammar (BGS) for this week's game. After losing the toss 
and being asked to bowl first the boys restricted BGS to 7 -118. Wickets were shared by all 
bowlers with Baxter (2), George (2), Al (1), Isaac (1) and Connor (1) amongst the wickets but 
as a bowling unit all were strong. The bowlers were well supported by some strong fielding 
and improved catching. In response to the total set by BGS the boys cruised to victory with 
Cooper (35) and Connor (23) both not out. Gurnoor (40) got the team away to a great start 
and was unfortunate to be run out prior to the team passing the total. All in all a great result. 
Still some work to be done on our fielding and running between wickets which is steadily 
improving. 

9B Win 6/125 10/114

The boys travelled to BGS and after losing the toss, were sent into bat. A strong batting 
performance on a slow pitch with a very slow outfield saw them close the innings at 6 for 
125. Oscar (18) and Stu (28) got the team away to a good start laying a platform for Lachie 
(20) and Sam (21) to come in and push the scoring along. After having set a competitive 
total our new ball bowlers Ben (3 wickets) and Jackson (2 wickets) had the team cruising to 
victory with a hostile opening spell of 8 overs. At 6 for 61 the game was seemingly closed 
out. However BGS fought back with some big hitting which saw them get to within 11 runs of 
the TGS total before the last wicket was taken. Jordi (1 wicket), Oscar (1 wicket) and Alex (2 
wickets) assisted in guiding the team to a victory. Although the boys got the result a lesson 
was learnt in not relaxing when the game is seemingly won. Some lapses in the field allowed 
BGS to remain in the game. In the end a great result. Well done boys.



9C Win 9/119 10/63

The boys enjoyed their first hit out on turf this season and celebrated with a win. Captain 
Searle won the toss (a rarity this season) and opted to bat. Steady runs on a big oval with a 
slow outfield saw us just short of a run a ball by close of innings. Best with the willow were 
Oli Clifford (24 ret n.o. off 24), Mitch Lancaster (14 off 22), Mark Armstrong (11 off 14) and 
Will Beeton (10 off 8). Special mention to Max Williamson who didn’t score many himself, 
but figures in 3 good partnerships as he pushed his partners to run singles and to turn 
singles into doubles. An early run out had BGS on the back foot early in their innings and the 
boys really applied the screws in the field. Best with the ball were Mitch Lancaster (2/2 off 
1.2), Henry Paton (2/4 off 2) and Will Beeton (2/7 off 2). Special mention to Mark Armstrong 
for a great day behind the stumps, with minimal byes, 2 catches and a run out assist! Good 
coaching from Sam Spencer in the field kept our fielders on our toes. Well done men!

9D Loss 8/97 10/119

"THE LOSS WE HAD TO HAVE"
The post-match huddle for the 9Ds yielded profound commentary from the boys on what it 
means to be a team, the likes of which only comes through tough defeat. With the sea-
breeze picking up to whip away the oppressive Northgate heat, the boys reflected on their 
match. Hamish provided wise insight and encouraging words as our captain. The boys 
exchanged congratulatory comments.
"The loss we had to have," remarked one boy.
"Our best game yet," said another.
In that moment, the 9Ds stopped being a "squad" and became a team.

We knew BGS would be tough. What we didn't know is that they would pull out all the stops 
to win.
Their opener got a handy 71 off 47 balls that is especially rare in 9Ds cricket, his partner 
knocking a slow 12 before Kathy broke our wicket-drought with a spectacular clean-bowl. 
The rest of their team only managed to score 22 runs. 
Damo needs to be commended for his economy, only giving away 9 runs off 2 overs on his 
first stint as opening bowler. Their middle and lower order collapse was down to our neatest 
fielding, tightest bowling and clearest communication yet. All boys got a bowl and each boy 
bowled the best overs I've seen from them yet. Jonty's 2 wickets for only 5 runs and 
Hamish's 4fa helped tidy up the tail end.

3 top-order ducks doth not a good innings make, but Scutty's 28 (24) and Xav's 14 (22, 
retired not-out) helped propel us along and keep us in the game. Jonty and Henry steadied 
the ship in the middle with 12 (9) and 12 (17) respectively. Damo valiantly shored up the tail 
and kept the runs ticking over right until the very last ball. Especially impressive given BGS 
had brought in their best bowlers for their 3rd and 4th overs. "The other boys didn't want a 
bowl," their coach informed me. All the stops.

Once again I have to congratulate the boys on keeping their heads and not responding to 
the untoward and unsavoury commentary from the opposition's fielding side.

9E Win 1/87 4/86

PLAYED GT: In round 5, the 9Es travelled to Brisbane to face GT’s 9E team for the second 
week in a row. The boys were seeking redemption after last week's loss. GT chose to bat 
first and struggled to score runs as the boys bowled well for the first ten overs. Zander 
Gentry starred with the ball taking two wickets in consecutive balls but couldn’t complete the 
hat-trick. GT finished on 4/86 with 45 of those runs coming off wides and no balls. Zander 
Gentry starred again with the bat, smashing 34 off 20 balls before being retired. Jett 
Sargood continued our momentum scoring 17 off 9 before being retired. The boys chased 
down the score in 10 overs finishing 1/87, our first win of the season. Another strong batting 
effort from the team but we still need to improve on our bowling accuracy and fielding.  

8A Loss 10/90 4/181

BGS called correctly at the toss and chose to bat first. Our first 20 overs were similar to last 
week, keeping the opposition restricted . At 1-53 after 20 overs we were hoping to tighten 
the screws for the remainder of the innings. However, as occurred last week, our opposition 
put us to the sword in the final 20 overs moving the score to 4-181. Our fielding was not to 
the standard required at this level and BGS capitalised on this with aggressive running 
between the wickets. Misfields also cost us a conservative 20 runs. Gilbert Tighe 1-14 (6) 
and Thomas Gaffney 1-35 (6) claimed wickets whilst Tom Croft threw the stumps down for a 
direct hit run out for the second week in a row.
After losing a wicket straight up, Liam Hackwood and Hedley Donges struck up a 40 run 
partnership in quick time and when Hackwood was dismissed it was partnerships that we 
sought. Alas 2-41 became 3-42, 4-43 and finally 5-43 - 4 wickts in 17 balls and we were 
effectively derailed. The shining light amongst all that chaos was a great 31 run innings by 
Donges off as many balls. Tighe again batted well for 28 with wickets falling all around him. 
We were dismissed for a disappointing total of 90. 

8B Loss 10/119 6/124

Asked to bowl first, the TGS boys again found it hard to maintain consistent line and length 
and this allowed easy runs for the BGS batters. Hugo Morison took 2/18 (4) and Jack 
Wiggins 2/13 (2). However, slow bowler Tallen Robinson impressed in his B team debut 
taking 1/11 (5). As this was a vastly different pitch compared to last week's batting deck, the 
batters early on were asked to be patient and wait for the loose ball. Unfortunately that loose 
ball rarely appeared with BGS only bowling the 6 wides as against TGS 18. Still, the home 
team lifted the tempo in the final quarter to take the game to the final over to fall just short by 
5 runs. Another bold run chase and another narrow loss. Hugo Cavanagh scored 32 and 
Flynn Kirkby made 25. The post match encouragement applause from the parents and 
supporters was noticeable and will motivate the players to continue to work hard at training 
as the next win cannot be far away.

8C Win 5/78 10/60

BGS won the toss and elected to bat. They didn't take long to regret their decision losing 
early wickets and not being able to stem the flow or offer any real resistance. James 
Richardson 1/6 and Josh Fraser 1/12 did the damage early on and were well supported by 
Hunter Taylor 1/9 before Arch Campbell 2/7 and Fergus Elborne 2/4 demolished the middle 
order. The BGS lower order was polished off by Tom Sanson 1/9 and Darcy Brazel 2/6. The 
bowlers were well supported by an incredible team effort in the field. The old saying catches 
win matches was the key to this game with the team taking 7 and spilling one very difficult 
chance (Arch Campbell 3, Fergus Elbourne 2, Louis Clementson 1 and Tom Sanson 1). 
BGS were dismissed for 60 in the 15th over. The effort in the field was followed up by an 
equally impressive batting display by the top order batting with openers Finn O'Mara 11 and 
Ben Walker 32 (retired not out) putting on 25 for the first wicket. They were followed by 
Fergus Elborne (18 retired not out) before a middle order stumble saw 2 wickets falls in 3 
balls before the middle order consolidated to take the points past the BGS total in the 15th 
over. A great effort by all the boys with the game played in good spirits by both teams.



8D Win 8/127 3/126

This was a great 1-run win. We have a lot of work to do with our bowling and fielding, but our 
batting was very good. Campbell Schutt's 61 n.o. from 34 balls was superb, while Khyden 
Petersen chipped in once more with a very handy 16 n.o. from 17 balls. Bowling at the 
death, Ryan McKay's 2 for 9 from two overs quite simply allowed us to win the game. The 
boys have to realise, however, that if you consistently pitch the ball in your half of the pitch 
instead of the batter's half, you are not going to be very successful with ball in hand. We'll 
work on this...

8E Loss 9/39 1/40

TGS batted first against a strong BSHS outfit this weekend. Their opening bowlers put our 
top and middle order batsmen under a lot of pressure and at the 10 over drinks break 
Grammar had lost 8 wickets. However due to a great effort by the bottom order, we were 
able to face out the remaining 10 overs and post a total of 39. With not many runs on the 
board the boys knew they had to bowl extremely well to win the game. They gave it their 
best but unfortunately BSHS chased the total down losing only 1 wicket. Still a great effort 
from the men.  

7A Loss 10/107 1/108
TGS 7A’s were soundly beaten by BGS on a steamy Brisbane Saturday morning. Batting 
first, TGS were bowled out for 107. Hugh Mansfield dominated the innings with a well made 
64 not out. BGS cruised to the target with 15 overs to spare. 

7B Win 4/106 8/110

The boys went back to back wins this week in a game unfortunately overshadowed by poor 
tactics from the opposition. Nonetheless, our boys played in the right spirit and outplayed our 
opposition with bat and ball today. Jack Barwick lost the toss on a very humid day and we 
were sent in to field. We fell below our standards on extras (32). The boys identified it was a 
spinning pitch and our tweakers Dan Wilson (1/9), Taj Khan (1/4 off 4 with 2 maidens) and 
Buddy Henderson (3/18 off 4) dominated their batters with great flight and length. Taj was 
dropped twice in one over and was unlucky not to have more wickets against his name. Our 
pacemen all bowled well with Bryce Lindemann and Austin Webster leading the way. It 
would be remiss not mention our 2 debutants who have started well - Dougie Hoare and 
Blake Fielder. Dougie took a tough catch and both he and Blake  bowled and fielded well. 
Blake in particular looked threatening on each ball, proving their promotion into the B's well 
deserved.  
Chasing 111 for a win on a slow field, Harry Rogers (20) and Dan Wilson (16 n.o.) started 
perfectly with a 55 run stand and good tempo. BGS were very slow in their over rotation 
which required us to up our tempo to keep the run rate ahead and Jack Gobbert (10 n.o)  
ensured a positive run chase (paritcularly in poor light) - all boys doing their job and getting 
quick runs over wicket preservation. I was also impressed with the running between wickets 
and calls today which has improved significantly. 
Fielding was our nemesis however. We should have had the team out for less than 60 but 
with 7 dropped (and mostly easy) catches, we let them in, and will need to improve over 
training this week. One highlight in the field was a spectacular long throw from William 
McKay to Jack Gobbert (keeper) right over the stumps for a brilliant run out. Jack G was 
perfect behind the stumps which is amazing given he was on crutches at the start of the 
week and shows the mental toughness of this team and their willingness to work for one 
another. Well done boys on another hard fought win and staying true to your values. 

7C Loss 7/78 7/82

TGS won the toss and were eager to bat on their first turf track of the season.Oli Lethbridge 
(15 retired) and Campbell Crawley (9) started well, posting 29 from the first 5 overs. Param 
Singh (15) and Tom Hiscock (10) kept the score moving along to be 4/56 after 13. The hope 
was to make 90 but the final total of 7/78 was still defendable. Over half of the balls faced 
were dot balls and only 2 boundaries were struck but it was an expansive field which could 
have yielded more twos and threes. Beau Stirling (2/1/4) opened the bowling and clean 
bowled the opener first ball.Tom Hiscock (3/2/10) castled the other opener for a duck. Tom 
Peart came on first change and also shattered the stumps first ball. After 5 overs the score 
was 3/15 and the fielding was equally as sharp as the attack. The glovework by Campbell 
Newell set the standard. The match was evenly poised with 30 runs required from the last 5 
overs. The 7 batsmen dismissed scored a combined total of 20 runs and this highlighted just 
how tight it was. The boys played well under pressure, particularly Will Gilshennan (3/1/9) 
who looked at ease with his well flighted spinners. Just like the elusive mangrove jack, this 
was truly the one that got away as the opposition fell over the line at 7/82.

7D Loss 10/69 10/113

This game had plenty of déjà vu moments; the first being travelling to BGS for the second 
time this season to play their 7D team. The second moment was we ended up fielding first 
when Yohann Kang, given the honour of captain for today's game, lost the toss. Fielding in 
hot and humid conditions was a difficult challenge. Déjà vu moment three, from last week's 
game against Gregory Terrace, was we had some exceptional ground fielding resulting in 
five run outs, some of which were the result of direct hits. Wickets were shared equally 
between Jack McMaster, Johann Kang, Bradley Schultz, Harry Elmes and Patrick Hoare. 
However, just like last week, dropped chances marred an otherwise good fielding 
performance. When it was our turn to bat, we got off to a bright start with Yohann Kang 
scoring 13 runs including 3 scintillating boundaries. Harrison Ehrlich made a well-compiled 
12 before run outs continued to plague our run chase when we appeared to be getting on 
par with BGS. Just like last week, we need to improve our catching, particularly off the high 
ball, and our judgement of running between wickets. Still a lot to like about the way we toiled 
manfully in the heat and humidity offered up by the Brisbane summer. 

7E Loss 10/47 5/84

Although soundly beaten by a very good team, the boys were very good at the things we put 
into practice this week at training. The focus of the week was to look to make runs at every 
opportunity.  This week we will take time to fine tune this skill for a better outcome.
Match scores-TGS 10/47 and BGS-5/84. 

7F Win 7/61 10/47

TGS lost the toss and were sent in to bat. The boys struggled with the bat and were a bit 
hesitant running between wickets but came out with 67 runs, Ben Ploetz top scoring with 14 
not out. The boys were keen to bowl, demonstrating some great fielding and chat, taking 8 
wickets before the tenth over. The team showed a great desire to win throughout the day 
with only some minor fielding errors. Overall a great performance from the 7F’s

6A Loss 8/190 5/194

After losing the first toss of the season we were sent in to bat at Kent Oval. A few early 
wickets had us on the backfoot as the boys tried to keep the run rate up.  We were 5 - 44  at 
one point but a fantastic partnership between Alby Galbraith (30 off 32) & Dom Seaby (48 off 
37) put us in an excellent position to go hard at the end with Leo Alexander scoring (37 off 
24) to finish off the innings with Dom Seaby as we finished on 190.
BGS came out of the gates pretty hard as expected and scored freely. Some key wickets 
helped keep us well in the game which was also aided by some great catching. 
Unfortunately thy were able to keep scoring and passed our total with 8 balls to spare. Our 
ground fielding wasn't as good as it could have been but a great game played in excellent 
spirit.  



6B Loss 6/74 4/126

A decent bowling effort by an understrength 6Bs but we really let ourselves down in the field 
with some low energy fielding. Batting-wise we looked generally untroubled but just couldn't 
find the boundary as often as we would have liked. 5 batsmen retiring with Hugo Williamson 
scoring 16* and being named Man of the Match.

6C Loss 8/84 2/85
It was a very close game with TGS just going down in the 14th over. It also saw us taking 
our first wicket for the season, a great catch to Tyler Burling. Man of the match went to Riley 
Warby for a brave effort with the bat.  

5A Loss 6/102 5/123

The mighty 5A’s were very competitive against a strong BGS team. With only 10 players,  
the boys fought very hard in both the field and with the bat. All players should be very proud 
of their efforts today.
Bowling first, we did really well to restrict BGS to 5/123. Some sloppiness in the field 
probably cost us 20 odd runs, which in the end, was the difference between the two teams. 
Best bowlers were: Austin Windsor -  2 for 13 from 3 overs, Jake Decker - 0 for 8 from 2 
overs and Charlie Pollock - 0 for 7 from 2 overs.
In reply, we chased really hard but the strong BGS line and length made it hard for us to 
rotate the strike at times. We finished at 6/102 from 20 overs. Best batsmen were Aarush 
Sharma - 36 not out from 30 balls, Aariz Imam - 16 retired from 20 balls, Charlie Pollock - 15 
not out from 24 balls and Ethan Shepherd - 12 retired from 20 balls. 
All players continue to show improvement in all areas which is fantastic to see. Keep 
enjoying yourselves boys!

5B Loss 8/45 3/144

Chasing down 144 from an attacking BGS team proved to be too difficult for the Mighty 5Bs 
this week.  Mr Stains, coach of the 5As, has obviously been keeping an eye on the boys as 
he promoted a few of our players to the 5As.  With fewer numbers than usual, we struggled 
to contain BGS when batting.  Noah Brannelly and Jack Lethbridge batted well, retiring and 
then returning to the wicket later in the innings.  Edward Cook was Man of the Match scoring 
the lion's share of the runs and performing admirably in the field.   


